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the living daylights (1996) this album is one of oldfields most exciting. oldfield brings back his band, and the album begins
with a track that is the one closest to the sound of his earlier works, with the ancient mariner. here he brings the guitar

into the foreground, and the song works beautifully. however, for a change he only has one song. the second, go, is a bit
slower, but shows off the band with more violin. still, the guitars and drums are center stage. the third and fourth tracks

are both classic oldfield: a mixture of guitars, harp, brass and drums. spacey is the name of the game here, but its more of
a spacey rock sound, rather than the spacey science fiction sound of tubular bells. 9- hergest ridge oldfield's second
concept album involved a quest for a lost mountain. the album was composed for a friend, but oldfield finished it and

released it to public acclaim. it moves between tight harmonies and wild guitar blasts, meditative passages and angry,
gothic music. kirsty maccoll is the perfect foil for oldfield; shes brassy and energetic, and her voice complements oldfields

quiet, measured approach. recorded from march to june 1979, this is an intense burst of music and its difficult to find a
bad song on it. the album is a bit more upbeat than ommadawn, but both are the perfect vehicles for oldfield to express

his musical vision. the album was recorded in many different locations around the world; the cities of london, paris,
sydney, and the usa all had a role in creating this. the result is a work that is harder to define than any of oldfields albums.
its an album of contrasts, as well as a musical tour de force. davinci west gives a stirring, powerful performance of the title

track, as do robin lumley, patrick keene and katie richardson.
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10. tubular bells (1979) tubular
bells is an amazing, iconic

album for me. he has to be one
of the greatest artists in the

history of rock music. it was my
introduction to oldfield and i

had no idea what was coming.
he makes the most of a short,
75-minute album that is to all
intents and purposes a string
quartet, a choir, flute, piano,

and guitar. oldfield worked with
the london symphony orchestra
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in one of the most celebrated, if
not legendary, albums of all

time. i remember buying it the
first time i saw him on the tv

and it seemed to be one of the
most important albums in

music history. his later albums,
notably hergest ridge,

ommadawn and gemini suite
werent quite as bad as people

tend to believe, but they
werent quite on par with the

brilliance of tubular bells. i still
listen to it and its music has
had a huge influence on my
music since the first time i
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heard it. 12. hergest ridge
(1981) hergest ridge is a

somewhat disappointing album
for me. i love the title track,

and i find the music interesting,
but it isnt my favorite album.

the album was recorded live in
the british isles with a group of

vocalists and musicians that
included oldfield, and it wasnt

until a few years later that
oldfield created the orchestral
arrangements that he would

use as his trademark
throughout his career. i still

love the album and the more,
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live-sounding, edge-of-your-
seat material he would later

record for the rest of his career,
and i still love the title track,
but this one isnt really my

favorite. 5ec8ef588b
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